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ON THE COVERING DIMENSION OF INVERSE LIMITS '

YÛKITI KATUTA

Abstract. We give sufficient conditions for an inverse system of spaces of covering

dimension < n to have inverse limit of covering dimension < n.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be completely

regular £2 and all maps to be continuous. For a set A, \ A | denotes the cardinality of

A.

Let {Xa, iraß) (more precisely, {Xa, irap}a^eo) be an inverse system of spaces over

a directed set fi, and let X be its inverse limit with projections ira: X -» Xa for a in ß.

Concerning the covering dimension of the inverse limit X, the most natural problem

is the following: Under what conditions is it true that

dim X < sup dim Xal
a

The main purpose of this paper is to give solutions of this problem.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be the inverse limit of an inverse system {Xa, 7raß} over a

directed set ß. // each Xa is an | ß1 -paracompact normal space with dim Xa < n and

each -naß is a perfect map, then we have dim X < n.

Corollary 1.2. If X is the inverse limit of an inverse system {Xa, -rraß) consisting of

paracompact spaces and perfect maps, then we have

dim X *s sup dim Xa.

In case ß is well ordered, we obtain a better one.

Theorem 1.3. Let {Xa, <naß) be an inverse system over a well-ordered set ß. If each

Xa is a normal space with dim Xa < n, the inverse limit X is | ß | -paracompact and

each projection ira is a closed map, then we have dim X < n.

Let N be the set of natural numbers directed by the usual order relation; N is a

well-ordered set. If ß is a countable directed set, then we have an order-preserving

function/: N -» ß such that the image f(N) of/is cofinal in ß. Therefore the next

result follows from Theorem 1.3.
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Corollary 1.4. Let {Xa, -n^} be an inverse system over a countable directed set ß.

// each Xa is a normal space with dim Xa < n, the inverse limit X is countably

paracompact and each projection ira is a closed map, then we have dim X < n.

Remark. The inverse limit X is | ß |-paracompact normal in Theorem 1.1,

paracompact in Corollary 1.2 and normal in Theorem 1.3 and in Corollary 1.4. (See

the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.)

Theorems 1.3 and 1.1 will be respectively proved in §§2 and 3. Finally, in §4, we

shall give a few applications.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. It has been proved by the author in [4] that the inverse

limit A1 is normal. To prove that dim X *£ n, it is sufficient to prove the following: If

{£/,,..., U„+2) is an open cover of X, then there exists a closed cover {£,,... ,£n+2}

of X such that each £, C U, and D "^2 F¡ = 0. (See, e.g., [8, Proposition 3.1.6].)

Let % = {Ux,..., Un+2) be an open cover of X, and let Uia be the largest open set

of Xa with ir¿l(Uia) G U¡ for each / and each a. Then U,■ = U aea w„'(£/„) and

Kß(Ui,a) c Ui,ß f°r eacn ' ^d for each pair a, ß in ß with a < ß. Hence the family

{Va}asa, defined by Va = tr~x( U "=2 Uia) for a G ß, is an open cover of X such that

Va G Vß for each pair a, ß E ß with a < ß. Since X is | ß | -paracompact, there exists

a locally finite closed cover {Ha)aeQ of X such that Ha G Va for each a (see

[6, Theorem 5] or [3, Lemma 1.1]). Now we shall inductively construct a family

%a — {KaX,... ,Kan+2) of subsets of Xa for each a G ß such that

(la) each Ka, is a closed set of Xa with Kaj G U¡ a,

(2a)W;:x2kaJ = na(Uß^Hß),

(3a) Va(^fi,,) n tta(Hß) G KaJ whenever ß < a, and

(4jn;=+f Ka<i,= 0.
Suppose that ß E ß and that %a has been defined for each a < ß so that

(la)-(40) are satisfied. Let %' = {K'x,... ,K'n+2} be the family given by

k; = U {«${KaJ) n wp(Ha)) = J U «'(<;) n Äa)).
a<ß V a<,8 '

Since {Ha}aea is a locally finite family of closed sets of X and mß is a closed map,

each K'i is a closed set of A'p. It is obvious that each K[ G Uiß and U "=x K¡ =

^(U a<ßHa). Suppose that * G Pi "=2 K[. Then for each /' there exists a(i) < ß

such that x Eir-x0ß(Ka(i)i)niTß(Ha0)). Let a0 = max{a(l),...,a(n + 2)}, then

a0 < ß and ^aoß(x) E tr;(\)ao(Ka0)i) n vao(Ha(i)) for i = 1,.. .,n + 2. By (3„0),

7r„ «(*) G £/„ , for / = 1,...,« + 2 and hence D ".í,2 £"„ ¡ ¥= 0. This contradicts"0PV     -^ «0»* '— ' "0'*

(4ao). Hence H "*,2 Ä",' = 0. Since A^ is normal, we have a family S = {Gx,..., Gn+2)

of open sets of Xß such that K¡ G G¡ G Uiß for each i and D "=2G,, = 0. If we

define <¥ = {If.,..., »;.,} byl      1> n + 2)     J

W, =    G, U
v «<ä    ' / /

then the family % is an open cover of Vß(Hß). Since Trß(Hß) is a closed set of A^,

TTß(Hß) is a normal space with dim tTß(Hß) < dim A^ < n. Hence, by [8, Proposition
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3.1.6], we have a closed cover {K",...,K'f+2} of tTß(Hß) such that each K" G W¡

and D "=2 K'f = 0. Now, let us define %p = {Kßx,... ,Kßn+2} by Kßi = K'¡ U K'/.

Then the family %ß satisfies the required conditions. Surely, it is almost obvious that

%ß satisfies (lß)-(3ß). Suppose that *G H"*2 Kßi. If x E irß(U a<ßHa) then

* G Pi ;=,2G„ and if * g vB(U a<ßHa) then x E h "^2 K\'. In either case, we

obtain a contradiction. Hence %ß satisfies condition (4^). Thus, for each a E ß, a

family DCa satisfying (la)-(4„) has been constructed.

Finally, we define 9= {£„... ,F„+2) by

£, = U (iT¿l(KaJ) n Ha).
aGfl

Then we can prove that the family 9 is a closed cover of X such that each F¡ G U¡

and r\"=x2F¡= 0, by the same argument as previously stated for DC'. This

completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may suppose that ß is infinite; if ß is finite then we

have nothing to prove. Let S be the set of nonempty finite subsets of the directed set

ß, directed by set inclusion C . Then | H | = | ß |. It is easy to construct an

order-preserving function /: E -* ß such that /({a}) = a for each a in ß. Let us

define an inverse system {Y¡, pít) over H as follows: Y^ = Xf(i) if £ G H, and

o« = wy(í)/(í) if £, f G E and £ C f. Then each Y^ is a | H | -paracompact normal

space with dim Y¿< n and each pi? is a perfect map. Moreover the inverse limit of

the inverse system {Y(, p£f} is identical with that of the given inverse system

{A"a, iraß). Therefore it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case when ß is the

set of nonempty finite subsets of an infinite set.

Now let A be an infinite set and let ß be the set of all nonempty finite subsets of

A directed by set inclusion. Then | A | = | ß |. Suppose that {Xa, iraß] is an inverse

system over ß such that each Xa is a | A | -paracompact normal space with dim Xa < n

and each traß is a perfect map. Let X be its inverse limit with projections ira: X -» Xa

for a E ß, then each tra is a perfect map (see, e.g., [8, Proposition 1.7.5]). Hence, by

[6, Theorem 16], X is | A |-paracompact (if each Xa is paracompact, then X is

paracompact). Hence, by [4, Proposition 4.1], X is normal. To prove dim X < n, we

shall use induction on | A |. Let k be the cardinal (= the initial ordinal) of A. Then

we may suppose that A is the set of ordinals less than k. (Notice that the order

relations in A and ß are denoted by < and C respectively.)

For a moment, let us fix an element X in A. Let A(X) be the set of ordinals less

than or equal to X, and let ß(X) be the set of nonempty finite subsets of A(A). Since

A(X) is a subset of A, ß(X) is a directed subset of ß. Hence SA = {A^, toí}„^eB(x)

is an inverse system over ß(X), and its inverse limit is a normal space by the same

reason for X. If we denote by Zx the inverse limit of Sx and denote by tt£ tne

projection from Zx onto Xa for each a G ß(X), then naturally we have the unique

map ax: X -* ZA such that wax ° ax = wa for each a G ß(X). Moreover, the map ax is

perfect (of course, closed), because each ma is perfect (see [8, Proposition 2.5.16]).

Since | A(X) | < | A |, we have dim ZA < n by the induction hypothesis.
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Thus, for each X G A, the normal space Zx with dim Zx < n has been defined. If

X, ju G A and X < n, similarly we have the unique map ax : Z^ -* Zx such that

""o ° a\fL ~ mt f°r eacn a G ß(X). Obviously, (Zx, aX(1} is an inverse system over the

well-ordered set A such that the inverse limit is exactly (homeomorphic to) X and the

projection from A'onto Zx is ax for each X G A. Therefore, by Theorem 1.3, we have

dim X < n. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4. Applications. The following propositions are well known.

Proposition 4.1 (V. L. KljuSin [5]). If X is a paracompact M-space (i.e., a space

which admits a perfect map onto a metrizable space) with dim X < n, then X is

(homeomorphic with) the inverse limit of an inverse system {Xa, iraß} such that each Xa

is a metrizable space with dim Xa < n and each traß is a perfect map.

Proposition 4.2 (M. Katëtov [2] or K. Morita [7]). (a) // X is the product of a

finite family {Xx,...,Xm} of nonempty metrizable spaces, then we have

dim X < dim Xx + - ■ ■ +dim Xm.

(b) The product of a countable family of strongly zero-dimensional2 metrizable spaces

is strongly zero-dimensional.

The inverse limit X of an inverse system {Xa, traß) consisting of metrizable spaces

and perfect maps is a paracompact Ai-space, because each projection ma: X -> Xa is a

perfect map. Therefore the following theorem is a direct consequence of Corollary

1.2 and Proposition 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. A space X is a paracompact M-space with dim X «s n if and only if X

is (homeomorphic with) the inverse limit of an inverse system {Xa, traß} such that each

Xa is a metrizable space with dim Xa < n and each iraß is a perfect map.

The following theorem is a generalization of Proposition 4.2.

Theorem 4.4. (a) // X is the product of a finite family {Xx,...,Xm} of nonempty

paracompact M-spaces, then we have

dim X < dim Xx + ■ ■ ■ +dim Xm.

(b) The product of a countable family of strongly zero-dimensional paracompact

M-spaces is strongly zero-dimensional.

Theorem 4.4 follows from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and Corollary 1.2, together

with Lemma 4.5 below.

Let {ßx}X6A be a family of directed sets. Suppose that for each X G A an inverse

system Sx = {A^, Tta^ß>) over ßx is given. If ß is the product of {ßx}XeA, then ß is

directed by the natural order relation < defined as follows: For a, ß G ß, a < ß if

and only if px(a) <px(ß) in ßx for each X G A, where px is the projection from ß

onto ßx for each X G A. For each a G ß let Xa be the product of the family

{Xpxia)}\eA. OI spaces, and for each pair a, ß G ß with a < ß let maß be the product

2 A space X is called strongly zero-dimensional, if dim X = 0.
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of the family {irpx,a)px,ß)}XeA of maPs- Obviously, S = {Xa, traß} is an inverse

system over ß; we call this inverse system S the product of the family {Sx}XeA of

inverse systems.

Lemma 4.5. Let S be the product of a family {§x}XeA of inverse systems.

(a) // Xx is the inverse limit of Sx for each X G A, then the inverse limit XofS is

homeomorphic with the product of the family {Ax}XeA.

(b) If each bonding map o/Sx is perfect for each X G A, then each bonding map of§>

is perfect.

Proof, (a) Almost obvious.

(b) As is well known, the product of perfect maps is perfect.

Remark, (a) of Theorem 4.4 is also a direct consequence of the following product

theorem due to V. V. Filippov [1]:

If the product XX y of a paracompact Af-space X and a space Y is countably

paracompact normal, then we have

dim A' X Y < dim X + dim Y.
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